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A DIFFUSIONIST'S VIEW
ON THE CONCEPT OF "LANGUAGE FAMILIES"
by

Dr. Horst Friedrich

Summary

It is shown that in our real world, in a diffusionist's world-view, the concept of "Ianguage
fammes", for similar reasons as the concept of"races" of man kind, does not seem to belong to
the category of scientifically established fact, but seems rather to be of the nature of a suspect
hypothesis quite susceptible of refutation. In a world of endless ethno-Iinguistic diffusion and
amalgamation, going on for many millennia, only amalgam or creolized languages can be
expected.

A "Ianguage family" is usually understood in
a genetic sense. This means that languages,
which are postulated to belong to a certain
"language family", are visualized as being
related to one another via a kind of
genealogical tree ("Stammbaumtheorie"), in
a mann er reminiscent of the likewise
hypothetical
"genealogical
trees"
of
palaeontology.
I HA VE TRlED to demonstrate in the
accompanying Fig. 1 what is meant by this in
practice. Jt is of course a purely hypothetical
model for the sake of explaining the matter.
Let us assurne that at some time in the past
there lived in southern China a population
(A) capable of seafaring, speaking a certain
language. From there they established
coJonies or offshoots in Mexico (B 1) and
Australia (B2). Later on these colonies
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estabJished new offshoots, to wit Peru (C 1)
and the Iberian Peninsula (C2) from Mexico,
and southern Africa (C3) and the Yemen
(C4) from Australia.
Understandably, in the course of time, as is
human nature, languages Bland B2,
although originally identical with language
A, would evolve differently from their
mother tongue. Likewise with languages C 1
C4 with respect to their respective mother
tongues BI and B2. The resulting
genealogical tree (Fig.2) shows these
relationships.
The level B languages wou Id be genetic
derivatives from the original mother tongue
(A), and the level C languages would be
genetic derivatives from their respective level
B mother tongues.
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In this idealized "Stammbaum" model, as my
readers will have noticed
now, language
would simply
one constituent ofthe ethnic
"package" characterizing or distinguishing
the respective
There wouid
no
other ethnic entities around which would
able to
linguistically or
with the idealized process.
model, in a Jike manner as
would be
via a
sense of the
would
speakers of those
related to one
another via this
tree. And if for
so me reason at a
the
mother civilization A and its direct colonies
B]
B2 shou Id
from the face of
planet Earth, languages C l-C4 would
a
family".

As my readers will have surely noticed, such
an idealized model could only function in an
idealized world, on an "empty planet" so to
Le. on an Earth without any
human (homo sapiens) inhabitants, with only
the plant and animal
present,
perhaps so me "apemen" at most.
Those people from southern China would, in
our
on
our planet, and therefore no other people
would be able to
with the further
evolution of their
in Mexico,
Australia,
the lberian Peninsula, m
southern
and the Yemen.
In our real world, in a realistic scenario, all
places where the offshoots
any
original "mother civiljzation" like our
(A) in China, arrived were aLready
in~bit~~

in places
founding of a new civilization.

~it~

the

result of diffusion
in the field
Of course """V","
of cultural, ethno-linguistic diffusion, know
Strangely
however, even
they do not have any illusions about the state
of
historical linguistics, most
to take the hypothesis
families"

Now 1 would
regard the idea
sense, Le.
C'Sprachstammbäume"), as total
nonsense.
may
been occasional,
exceptional cases in the history
mankind
where
of
purist
idea did occur.
But in general I would like to state
opinion, even my conviction, to the
that the real worth of
idea
"Ianguage
, as they are understood by today's
mainstream historical
has been
grossly overvalued in a

came about, is an
] believe the explanation IS
simple.
1 9th
centuries Western thought had become used
to
the
of distinct
of
man kind as founded in
anthropoIogical reaUty.
we know better. It seems that
"windy" concepts of
families" had to support
HOW
question.

In areal world I think we will have to
untold millennia, with
ethno
linguistic diffusion on a
pr,,·tr\lcP we will
to
all languages
on our planet will
"""~~0,>aJ' have to be regarded as amalgam
1~"'M"~M'"'''' or
whichever
expression one prefers. We will now discuss
how
came
in a
way.
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I am
that
most important factor
in
development of the linguistic
"landscape" on our planet
instances
linguistic superstrata overlaying
of
substrata,
instances where the
a new Iy
ethno-lingu istic superstratum
has
language of
which may
or
the
mixed or
also in all probability have been

•
•

•
most, if not all, ethnic
entities on our planet have been formed in a
manner reminiscent
the
or strata
geology, by layer upon layer
ethno
with the
that
the strata of geology remain more or less
and distinct,
the
linguistic
will, in the course
time,
tend to resuJt in an ethno-linguistic amalgam.
As an example I bring
in Fig.3, an
illustration showing the ethno-linguistic
(with
with which
we have to reckon for the ethnogenesis of the
), the most thought-provoking
the German tribes.

•
•
•
•
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It is easy to
result or
outcome
a process constituting an
amalgamation of languages,
depend on
many
(2)
described
such processes in a masterly manner. Already
in the simple case of an amalgamation of two
i.e. the
of a newly
arnvmg
(in
diffusion ist "WeItbHd" it will normally
by
and the language
local "indigenes" or "natives", we will have
to
with the following

•
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Numbers of individuals
superstratum
substratum.

arriving

arrive with their
Did
womenfolk with the intention to
onIy warriors or
coJonize, or were
merchants?
of the higher,
Which side is in .,V.'''....N
sophisticated culture or

11

•

intermarry in the course
to
superstratum
as a
class or caste
period of time?
or
On which side was
impressive personal
possess military
Did the
superiority, e.g.
superior weapons, or
were both populations more or less on a
Were the world-views of superstraturn
and
mutually
or
worlds apart, or if assimilable, in which
direction?
Did the substratum
not
wholly consolidated
linguistic amalgam, when the new
social
(social
nobility, land ownership
substraturn and superstratum
compatible or
mutually
adaptable?
Was the
populations achieved by
oppression, or relatively peacefully?
Was cultural
linguistic consolidation
and unity achieved relatively quickly, or
did
prevail for centuries?
of
and
distantly related, i.e.
practical purposes unrelated (in
conventional doctrine: did
belong to
famil
or did
they show atIinities with
to
vocabulary,
modes
expreSSIOn,
grammar, phraseology?

To this
might
yet
But 1 think this may sutIice for our present

L/lllUJUm.
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purposes. My readers
noticed that only one,
twelve
is of an
to the two 4"U5"""6~'"
the ,,,,.,,,,..,Ol'r<.hllcn

B) on

obvious mcmo,genes
our planet.

pages
ethno

ethnic amalgamation, the
only
"races" of mankind
rf\'J':Ull~t1 as highly suspect.

not in
sense. And these,
principle.
For such approximations, "Ianguage groups"
might at
as a much more
only on
we study e.g. Morgan
comments on such
(4),
IN SUCH a scenario
that
believer
especially
between today
of the eternal,
movements
on
affinities have to be exr)ec1ted.
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th••-lin&,uistic "strata"
ill, in the course ot tiae,
form a. amal,aa, and not
reaaia distiact like
geologieal strata
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superstrata whica
later oa. together
tke respecti••
su~strata. ~eco.e now p rt of the whol
eth.o-lin,uistic su.str tum.
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Again and
Wadler gives examples of
words in some language, which do not occur
in the other languages of that (alleged)
,uu""''''_""",, family", but which
In
amore or less identical form in far distant
languages belonging to other
families".
ISN'T THAT incidentally, most convincing
evidenee for
underlying unity of
mankind? Such examples occur in abundance
worldwide, but any serious discussion
this
astounding
or
of linguistics is
shunned
the mainstream, probably to not
the
or dogma
.... u5"'~5" families".

In a
of
reported
on
Vennemann's
tentative
of
reeonstruction
prehistory, especially in
linguistic aspecL I
have to
my
to that article
details, respectively to Vennemann' s own
publieations listed
Here I would only
Iike to mention some details of Vennemann's
seenario wh ich, coming from an
Jingu
to me seem to
diffusionist approach to historical
In Vennemann's
(wherein, however,
I miss the Berbers and the Rhaeto-Ligurians)
the
linguistie stratum is Vasconian,
arrives a Semitic
by sea
afar, namely
around the Strait of
Gibraltar, in his opinion
the
Hamito-Semitie peop\es, and
East.
generally arrived
and
Europeans later, in certain
versa, whleh
course
Hnguistieally.

Semitides
the Indo
lt was vice

Vennemann states that
substratum
Insular Celtic (is) one of the most reliably
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of
knowledge
established
there is in any empirieal diseipline" (8).
Another statement relevant for the problems
discussed hefe: "Insular
Irish,
... more similarity structurally with
the ancient
languages and
with
than any other Indo
The
are
new,
we
cannot adequately explain in the framework
of I ndogerman istics and
Iinguistic substance
namely
form, however, partly Hamito-Semitic; Le.
they are hamito-semiticized
(9) .
And his thesis with respect to the Germanic
"Germanic is adstratally and
substratally
adstratally
superstratally Hamito-Semiticized
Germanic. Germanic...
three parents:
Vasconic, and HamitoSemitic" (10).

as the
author is by
highty qualified, pioneering
work: for my personal use I have tried to
and amend a bit his
first by
attenuating the role which
alleged
"Ianguages families" are said to play,
by
a twofold influence from
aneient India on
I DO NOT believe in an "]ndo-European
from somewhere in the West to
India. My own scenario (greatly influenced
Vennemann) is
m
accompanying map (Fig.5). I
my
rpj:l,rlPlr.;: to my
I
there was
a Sanskrit-related ("Indo-European"), more
warlike and tess cultured and sophisticated
influence from
and
highly
one by sea around the Cape
Good Hope.
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on our planet,
that it
seems to have been a seafaring nation
with a very
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As I
above, instead of
postulated "Indo-European
in the West
as far as India, I see
more
~~~"I";"~"'Y (C) on my map
towards Europe as much more probable.

will have

how far there will have been an
interconnection with those Proto-Hamito

Battle-ax", an
(not to be
Ramayana
to such an
to have expelled war-like races

this moment.

Dr. Horst Friedrich
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In

kann die Vorstellung von "Sprachfamilien"
angeblichen,
von einander
"wissenschaftlich
Faktum" betrachtet werden. Die
muß eher in die Kategorie zweifelliafter
eingeordnet werden, die aus
streng wissenschaftsphilosophischer und erkenntnistheoretischer Sicht sehr wobl widerlegbar
In unserer
Welt, in der offensichtlich schon seit Jahrtausenden
linguistische Diffusion und Vermischung in großem Maßstabe im
ist, können offenbar nur
Kreol- oder Amalgam-Sprachen erwartet werden.
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